The classical multiplicative (Hirzebruch) genera of manifolds have the wonderful property which is called rigidity. Rigidity of a genus h means that if a compact connected Lie group G acts on a manifold X, then the equivariant genus h G (X) is independent on G, i.e. h G (X) = h(X). In this paper we are considering the rigidity problem for complex manifolds. In particular, we are proving that a genus is rigid if and only if it is a generalized Todd genus.
For G = S 1 , the universal classifying space BG is CP ∞ , and the ring K(BG) ⊗ R is isomorphic to the ring of formal power series R [[t] ]. Then for any S 1 −manifold X and a Hirzebruch genus h we have h
]. For instance, in the case of an S 1 −action on an almost complex manifold X n with isolated fixed points p 1 . . . , p m with weights w i1 , . . . , w in , i = 1, . . . , m, h S 1 can be found explicitly (see [17, 14, 8, 9] ):
where H is the characteristic series of h (see Section 2) . If h is rigid, then from (1.1) it follows that h(X) = S h ({w ij }, t) for any t.
(1.2)
Atiyah and Hirzebruch based on the Atiyah-Zinger index theorem proved that T y −genus is rigid [1] . (Note that T 0 is the famous Todd genus.) Krichever [9] gives a proof of rigidity of the T x,y −genus using global analytic properties of S h ({w ij }, t). It is not hard to see that (1.2) yields the Atiyah-Hirzebruch formula [1, 9] for an almost complex manifold X:
where s + i , s − i are numbers of positive and negative weights {w ij }. Moreover, a similar formula holds for any unitary S 1 -manifolds with connected components of the set of fixed points F 1 , . . . , F m :
(See details about "sign" of F i in [4] ).
Let h be a Hirzebruch genus for oriented manifolds, i.e. h : Ω SO * ⊗ R → R is a homomorphism of rings. Since the class of oriented manifolds is greater than the class of unitary manifolds, the family of rigid genera for oriented manifolds is less than the family of complex rigid genera. Note that T 1,1 coincides with the famous L-genus (or signature) [5] . Atiyah and Hirzebruch proved that the L-genus is rigid [1] . They also proved that theÂ−genus vanishes (i.e. is rigid) for spin manifolds.
Krichever [10] extended the Atiyah-Hirzebruch theorem on theÂ−genus to unitary manifolds. Namely he proved that if for an integer k > 1 we have
The theory of elliptic genera and elliptic cohomologies which arose in the end of 1980s in the papers of Witten, Ochanine, Landweber, and Stong [20, 21, 18, 12] was stimulated by Witten's conjecture concerning the rigidity of the character-index of "twisted" Dirac operators, or equivalently the rigidity of the equivariant elliptic genera [11, 12, 13] . Bott, Taubes, Hirzebruch, and Krichever [2, 19, 6, 11] have studied Witten's conjecture and its extensions and proved several rigidity theorems (see Liu [13] for references, historical overview, and rigidity theorems). Actually, Krichever [11] generalized elliptic genera studied in [2, 6, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21] and proved that they are rigid for SU-manifolds, i.e. for almost complex manifolds whose first Chern class iz zero.
Note that among genera that were considered above only the family of T x,y genera is rigid for all complex manifolds. For all other rigid cases we need additional assumptions, for instance c 1 (X) = 0 for Krichever's genera. In this paper we show that a multiplicative genus is rigid for all complex manifolds if and only if it is a generalized Todd genus (Sections 3 and 4).
Hirzebruch genera and algebraic rigidity 2.1 The genus of a formal power series
A sequence of polynomials The genus h of complex manifolds corresponding to H is given by
where the c k are the Chern classes of X. Therefore, H defines the homomorphism h : U * ⊗ R → R from the complex cobordism ring U * ⊗ R into R (see details in [3, 5, 7, 17] ). Novikov [17] proved that t/H(t) is equal to g
, where
Linear circle actions on CP n
Consider the following action of S 1 on CP n :
Denote CP n with the circle action (2.1) by CP n [w 0 , . . . , w n ]. If w 0 , . . . , w n are distinct integers, then this action has n + 1 isolated fixed points p 0 , . . . , p n and weights of the representation of S 1 in the tangent plane to p i are w 0,i , . . . , w i−1,i , w i+1,i , . . . , w n,i , where w k,i = w k − w i .
Let H = 1 + r 1 t + r 2 t 2 + . . . be a formal power series. Denote 
S H (w 0 , . . . , w n ; t) = h n + s 1 t + s 2 t 2 + . . . .
Proof.
It is known (see [17, 14, 8, 9] ) that h S 1 (C P n [w 0 , . . . , w n ]) = S H (w 0 , . . . , w n ; t).
On the other hand, h Proof. Since h S 1 (C P n [w 0 , . . . , w n ]) = S(w 0 , . . . , w n ; t), the rigidity of h implies S H (w 0 , . . . , w n ; t) = h n ∈ R ⊂ R[[t]] for all n.
Algebraically rigid series

GT rigid series
Let a ∈ R. Consider the Euler characteristic, i.e. the Euler genus a n c n (M n ). It is easy to see that for the Euler genus the multiplicative sequence of polynomials is
Then H(t) = E a (t) := 1 + at and h n = (n + 1) a n .
Then h coincides with the Todd genus and all h n = 1 [5 Note that T 0 is the Todd genus and
T y −genus was extended by Krichever [9] . He considered the T x,y −genus with H x,y (t) = t(xe t(x+y) + y) e t(x+y) − 1 and
Note that D a,b (t) is well defined for a = 0 and
Here we introduce one more family of genera. Let Since cot(x) = i coth(ix), we have
Therefore, for R = C, families of series D and G are the same. Using (3.1) and (3.2) we get
where g a,b is a genus with the characteristic series G a,b .
Definition 3.1. We say that a formal power series H ∈ R[[t]] is the GT (Generalized Todd) series if there are
Proof. Atiyah and Hirzebruch [1] , Krichever [9] proved this theorem for the cases T y and T x,y genera with R = Q. We can repeat the proof in [9] (practically without changes) for the case R = C. Therefore, the theorem holds for T x,y , x, y ∈ C, genera, i.e. for D a,b (t), a, b ∈ C, series. From this it follows that the theorem holds also for H = D a,b , a, b ∈ R, where R = Q or R. Moreover, (3.2) implies a proof for the case H = G a,b .
We also can propose a proof which is based on multiplicative generators of U is the bordisms ring of complex manifolds with circle actions. The idea of this proof is very natural: we just verify the theorem for generators that are given in [15] explicitly. It is clear that rigidity of h for generators implies rigidity for all manifolds. Note that [15] gives a proof of the Atiyah -Hirzebruch theorem for the T y −genus.
Converse theorem on rigid genera
In this section we prove the main theorem which implies that a Hirzebruch genus is rigid if and only if its characteristic is the GT series. In our paper [16] we consider the case of a rigid genus h such that F H (log z) is a rational function in z. It is proved that in this case we have H = H x,y . Surprisingly, the main line of a proof in [16] can be used also for the general case.
where f (t) = F H (t). Let t = as, ε = bs, and c = −b. Then
Let us denote by O(ε) any series ϕ(t, ε) = ε ψ(t, ε) with
and 1/(t − ε) = 1/t + O(ε). Therefore, we have
and F
From this follows that
It follows from (4.2) that
For the case R = C, and for the cases R = Q or R and d > 0 the equality (4.3) shows that H is the GT series.
In the cases R = Q or R and d < 0 we have H(t) = H q2,−q1 (t) = D ia,r1 (t) = G a,r1 (t), where a = √ −d. It follows from (4.2) that H(t) = tf (t) = 1 + r 1 t = E r1 (t). Consider the case of oriented manifolds. In this case the characteristic series H has to be even, i.e. H(−t) = H(t) [5] . If we apply Theorem 4.1 for even series, then we get the following theorem. 
